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“Morgan’s latest Christmas tale will delight readers and give them the perfect excuse to snuggle up for a few hours with a cup of
hot cocoa.”—Booklist on The Christmas Escape This Christmas, be whisked away by USA Today bestselling author Sarah Morgan
in this uplifting novel of friendship, the festive season, and risking everything for the biggest gift of all... It was supposed to be
Christy Sullivan’s perfect Christmas getaway—a trip to Lapland with her family and best friend, Alix. But facing a make-or-break
marriage crisis, Christy desperately needs time alone with her husband. Her solution? Alix can take Christy’s little daughter to
Lapland, and they will reunite there for Christmas Day. It’s a big ask, but what else are friends for? There’s nothing Alix won’t do
for Christy. But Christy’s request to save Christmas is giving Alix sleepless nights. She knows something is wrong, but for the first
time ever, Christy isn’t talking. And even the Arctic temperatures in Lapland aren’t enough to dampen the seriously inconvenient
sizzle Alix is developing for Zac, a fellow guest and nemesis from her past. As secrets unravel and unexpected romance shines
under the northern lights, can Christy and Alix’s Christmas escape give them the courage to fight for the relationships they really
want, and save the precious gift of each other’s friendship?
In the distant future, Earth's worst criminals have all disappeared … and no one knows where they've been sent. Sirio Falken has
been a fighter his whole life. But when the government bans professional fighting, his life spirals out of control. Convicted of
murder, he's sentenced to life in prison. But all of the felons he's ever known have disappeared from Earth, never to return. He's
about to find out firsthand what happened to them. He'll have to stay alive amongst Earth’s most ruthless felons if he wants to
survive … and become the first man to escape from Oz.
This sequel to the book "Beyond The Green" picks up 20 years into the future. Travel along with Dave and Abby as they encounter
dangerous creatures and controlling governments. The future of the human race is at stake as refugees seek safety under a
frozen bio-dome.
A story of smugglers and corrupt officials bent on restoring the Great American Century. Set in a small New Jersey town, it follows
an undercover government agent working with the local police unraveling the mystery surrounding arson, murder and cover up.
Escape from the Bear Cave is the third in a four part saga of personal journeys that keeps you intent to discover rest of the story.
Greed and vengeance disrupt the quiet stillness of the Adirondack mountains Texas Ranger Jack Galway knows his wife Susanna
loves him, so when their marriage hits a rough patch, he supports her decision to take their two teenaged daughters to Boston for
a break. But when a few weeks turns into several months, Jack heads to Boston to get his family back. Packing up the girls and
her grandmother, Susanna heads to her cabin in the Adirondacks, trying to escape her fears, her secrets and even the man she
loves. Little does she know she’s being followed, not just by her husband but by a murderer.… Ex-convict Alice Parker left a mess
back in Texas, and she’ll never forgive Jack Galway for killing her dream of becoming a Texas Ranger herself. Obsessed with
revenge, she’s got her sights set on Jack’s family. Trapped in the mountains, Jack and Susanna must find strength in each other
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if they hope to keep their family together and escape the cabin alive.
You just missed the last ferry home. Roll for initiative! Although Becca is Canadian and Morgan is from Wales, they have gamed
together for years. Players use dice and words to create a story together in the imaginary world of the role-playing game they both
enjoy, but the friendships formed amongst the participants are very real. Morgan and her partner Lynn live on a boat; as digital
nomads, they travel where the whim takes them. When they have the opportunity to attend a conference for computer
professionals near Becca's home, it's the perfect opportunity for Morgan and Becca to meet in realspace. Becca's planned the visit
down to the last detail. She and Morgan spend the day on a scenic tourist island, and everything goes perfectly . . . until the last
ferry leaves without Becca and she finds herself stranded on the island.
"Me! A daddy? No way!"The invisible walls of the lone wolf's well-guarded emotions were trembling uncontrollably by the mere
thought. Suddenly he woke up, but the damped sheets kept the shock in a tight grip and refused to let go of his sinewy shirtless
body. The remote cabin felt empty without her presence. ***** Amanda was shocked when Phil threw her out on the street with just
an hour's notice. Years of engagement and everything money could buy apparently meant nothing to him. If he couldn't maintain
the family dynasty he would be disinherited. A huge blow to his ego and reputation. But she'd never expected to get spitted on,
called barren, infertile and useless. ***** In a split second her whole life had been taken away from her. With nowhere to go and no
money to call her own she soon realizes that her never-give-up attitude is becoming her best friend. The wilderness her
opportunity. For others it's an escape from the past. Sometimes paths cross for a reason. All books in the 'Back On Fever
Mountain' series are stand alone stories, with no cheating, plenty of steam and HEA.
Rum Runner Inspired by the classic rom-com adventure “Romancing the Stone.” When uptight English socialite Sophie DaviesStone travels to Key West to meet her father for the very first time, she stumbles into the crosshairs of his enemies who try to
kidnap her in order to lure her father out of hiding. If Sophie is to have any hope of finding her father before his enemies do, she
must rely on the help of Jimmy Panama, a very sexy but irreverent ex-Navy SEAL. As Sophie and Jimmy embark on a heartpounding adventure through the Caribbean, Sophie finds herself falling for the aggravating American. Still, her head says Jimmy is
all wrong for her, and the more she learns about him – and her father – the more uncertain she is about who she can trust. One
thing is clear. Sophie is in way over her head, and her greatest adventure might be her last. Bahama Mama Can a fan and her idol
build a lasting love, or is it just a fling fueled by the sultry Caribbean breeze? Single mother Molly McBain never dreamed she
would meet her music idol, Anders Ostergaard, at her best friend’s wedding, let alone have a disastrous one-night stand with him.
When Molly’s teenage daughter witnesses a murder and winds up in Jamaica, Anders offers to fly Molly to Montego Bay in his
private plane. Together, they race off to the Caribbean where they find themselves dodging a hit man hell-bent on eliminating
everyone who knows of his crimes. As danger and proximity spark a blazing romance, Molly finds her crush turning into love, but
she can't help wonder what kind of future there could be for a fan and her idol. Before Molly can find out if some fairytales do come
true, she first has to escape the evil lurking in the shadows. Passion Punch The jungle just got steamier... When former heiress
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April Linus is forced to move back home with her young son, she comes face to face with Jonas Ostergaard, the soldier in her
father’s criminal organization who got her pregnant before he mysteriously disappeared five years ago. A black ops operative
working undercover, Jonas made a nearly fatal mistake the last time he was in Key West. He let himself fall for his target’s
beautiful, soft-hearted daughter. Now he’s back to bring down April’s arms-dealing father once and for all with or without her help.
Their passion reignites when April and Jonas find themselves on the run dodging arms dealers in the steamy Amazon rainforest,
but April wonders what kind of relationship she could have with a man who has more secrets than she does. A man who could
disappear again at any moment... Trapped between family loyalty and the man she’s falling in love with, April realizes none of it
will matter if they don’t escape the jungle alive.

Critics call it controversial, twisted, and just plain messed up. Brain parasites, an insane planet ruled by retarded
monkeys, violent video games turning teens into...something else, and a bio-weapon that will make you lose your
appetite, for a little while. It's all here. Read it now. You know you want to. Stories from the Theater of Science Fiction.
Re-read Book 2 in the romantic suspense series Operation: Midnight by New York Times bestselling author Linda
Castillo. Special Agent Jake Vanderpol swore he'd buried all tender feelings for Leigh Michaels. Until he learned that the
arms dealer she'd testified against six years ago had escaped. Suddenly the memories were back…memories of urgent
kisses in hiding. But after what happened, would she trust him to save her? Danger just exploded from her past with the
same raw male power that first drew Leigh to her former agent-protector. Then Jake used her as bait to get his man, and
she'd fled into witness protection. Now a killer wants revenge. But who will shield her heart from the only man she'd ever
let touch her—body and soul? Originally published in 2005.
Author Patrick Jean-Paul brings us the second volume of The Burning. Like the first, The Escape will keep you at the
edge of your seat, with suspense and heart-pounding action. After surviving the initial devastation of the Burning, Lance
has to overcome new obstacles that further endanger his life. Lance has to contend with new powerful enemies while
keeping the Sanctuary at bay. Lance fight to stop the latest threats, as he continues his quest to end the Sanctuary, and
Tyler’s reign.
He doesn't know where he is. He doesn't know why he's here. He doesn't know the way out. Only YOU can help him
escape. The last thing John remembers is insurgents sawing off his arm. Now he's shackled to an operating table, and,
astonishingly enough, his dismembered limb is still attached. John wants to settle the score, but first he must escape. To
do so, he needs your help. Your choices determine John's fate. Can you guide him through the dangers of MH-ZERO?
Author's Note: This story has branching paths. At the end of each section, John will ask what he should do next and offer
a handful of choices. There are two ways to navigate these choices. The easiest way is to click the links I've supplied.
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Alternatively, you may use your e-reader’s chapter list to skip to the appropriate section number (which you’ll see noted
in parenthesis).
Escape from Ludomania A Trinity Operations Novel By: Shane Twede Escape from Ludomania! When Cougar, a black
ops agent discovers that his best friend, Jack Leggett has been abducted, Cougar is determined to locate and rescue
him. A brief incomplete phone call from Jack, a top-notch cyber security specialist, is all Cougar has to go on. Cougar’s
search and rescue mission takes him to the Caribbean, where he meets Kela, a beautiful island girl. Unfortunately, their
romance is put on hold, as someone discovers the real purpose of Cougar’s tropical visit, and gives him a very
unwelcome reception. Beaten, but encouraged, Cougar knows he’s on the right trail. But he also realizes that time is
running out for his best friend, and possibly for him too.
When Skylar took up an interest in computers in school, she had no idea on where it would take her. With her then
finding a fascination in Artificial Intelligence, her father then got her interested in androids... the ones that look like people,
not the robots that make cars. NASA hasn’t sent a manned mission past low earth orbit in fifty years. Underfunded and
now barely able to properly man their ranks for any future missions, they are not in a good position when the President
calls to say we need a mission to Mars, and we need it now. They also need help; the fears of radiation and issues facing
astronauts on such a journey have left them with few options. The robotic systems used to land a few Habitats on Mars
haven’t been designed or programmed to support such missions. They need an android to land on Mars. They need a
colony established to support a follow up mission with 100 colonists. They need Skylar... before time runs out.
Walter Fitzpatrick is a noted Rochester, New York, psychiatrist whose life of fifty-two years has been ended by a single
gunshot wound to the head. As the local police department begins its investigation, it appears Fitzpatrick, who
specializes in religious cults, has died from suicide. But has he really? While detective Ben Hackett delves into the
evidence, Dr. Fitzpatrick’s children become immersed in the aftermath. Kelly is a psychologist from Seattle, Washington.
Her wayward twin brother, Kyle, is battling several inner demons. Meanwhile just eighteen miles away, Rosie Sable is
just one of several young people being held in a cult compound ruled by the cruel Jonathan Creed. Rosie, who once met
Dr. Fitzpatrick, secretly reads his book, clinging to its message of hope and freedom.
The howls of Guards on hunt shatter the air. Trinity can’t let them catch her outside of the encampment or she and her
family will be executed. She has to hide but where? She’s surrounded by river and forest. A splash draws her gaze and
the river-man’s flipper slips under the water. Forest it is, because there’s no way she’s going into the river. She races
into the woods, backpack slamming against her shoulders as the calls of the Guards draw closer. Brush breaks and
crashes behind her. They're too close. There’s nothing for her to do but surrender. She raises her hands to her
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shoulders and slowly turns, but it’s not the Guards who have caught her. A Tracker, the deadliest of predators, stands on
its back two legs, towering above her, front legs hanging down like arms. Brindle fur covers its body and its eyes glow
yellow in the shadowed forest. Its tongue lolls out the side of its mouth, exposing a row of sharp teeth on the other side.
She should scream but all she can do is think, “Someone should tell it that they no longer exist in the wild.” Author
Interview Q. – Why should someone read the Lake of Sins series? If you're looking for your typical dystopian, postapocalyptic, survival thriller then you should look somewhere else. This story has been described as a one of a kind
world created in a unique dystopian society. The characters in the series are human-animal hybrids—genetic mutations or
evil experiments, is yet to be revealed. It's an entire new species of characters who don't fit in the typical genre
categories of vampire, werewolf, witch, fairies or even angels and demons. The world of the Lake of Sins is segregated
by class with the humans ruling supreme. In book one, Escape, Trinity unwittingly sets off a collision between the classes
when she flees into the forest to discover the fate of her kind. The books are fast paced with adventure and mutated
creatures around every corner. There are legends that are truth and societal truths that are well guarded lies. All-in-all,
it's a unique and exciting read and you should give it a try. I think you'll love it. The Conguise Chronicles series also takes
place in the world of the Lake of Sins. These stories are prequels, explaining how some of the characters, who you meet
in the Lake of Sins series, became monsters. Q. – Who should read the Lake of Sins series? Although there's a strong,
female lead in Lake of Sins, the audience for both series is broad. I have fans (male and female) aged ten through eighty.
Anyone who likes gory thrillers that are dark, a little disturbing and packed with action will enjoy these books. If you like
Hunger Games, Lord of the Rings and The Island of Dr. Moreau, then you'll enjoy these tales. However, a word of
caution is in order. These books are not for the squeamish. Some scenes are bloody and violent almost falling into the
horror genre, but the interactions between the characters are funny, poignant and loving (and a love triangle develops as
the stories progress). Still, I wouldn't recommend these books to anyone under thirteen without the parents reading the
books first.
Picking up where PaxCorpus left us, Escape Velocity shoves you face-first into the abyss, grabs hold and never lets go. Follow Dante, Meryl
and a ragtag squad of survivalists, who call themselves, Belligerent Underpaid Tactical Team, from the depths of the devastated state of New
Jersey to the bowels of post-apocalyptic Manhattan. With less than a day's worth of supplies and their underground shelter lying in ruins,
thanks to the terrorist cell, ZeroFactor, there is only one course-of-action--fight tooth and nail, bullet-by-bullet, to the enemy stronghold and
Rift of Manhattan--or die trying. The insanity doesn't stop there. Cybernetically modified, former Harrisburg, Pennsylvanian cop, Dante
Marcellus, has a new problem. An implant inside of his head, where a bullet had once been, acts as a telepathic network between him and
the thought-to-be-dead, Nuhm De’Ara. Leaving a trail of bodies all the way to New York City, survival is less-than-certain, as their enemy
clamps down with violent determination. And when there isn't even a glimmer of hope left for who remains, a man once known as Jack
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Marcellus returns--with vengeance and anger fueled hatred for the only person who could possibly save him from himself. This time, there will
only be one man left standing. There are things much worse than the bite of a deader and the undead plague.
A young and pretty Russian woman, Vita Bels, takes a position as a travel guide. But when she is sent to America in a container ship and
disembarked at night in an isolated part of Florida, Cape San Blas, she discovers the position is a ruse and it forces her to work as an exotic
dancer in a sleazy night club and expects her to offer customers sexual favors. An ex-fighter pilot, Paul Hansen, saves her from her
predicament, but provokes the wrath of the mafia. While escaping its clutches, Vita and PAul manage to fall in love, but happiness eludes
them.
Hiding from a controlling and dangerous partner, Grace Rhodes goes off the grid when she joins an artists’ retreat to escape to a remote
area of Canada’s Algonquin Provincial Park. There, she bumps into Cam, who brings back old memories—happy memories. If only she had
done things differently in the past. In the stunning beauty of the north with her newfound creative friends, Grace finds respite through poetry
and reflection but is distracted when she stumbles upon two men searching for a missing friend. The pursuit is on to locate the lost friend in
the vast wilderness of the park, but the group soon learns of the cryptic messages he left behind in geocache boxes. Spun with hidden
innuendo, the messages hint at something sinister. Will they find him, or is he setting a trap? Will an old flame be rekindled, or is it too late?
And what will happen if Grace’s ex-boyfriend finds her? Fast-paced and engrossing, Northern Escape sends the reader down a winding trail
of secrets, lies, and dire consequences.
Occasionally you run across an outstanding individual who seems to stand out and excel in whatever they do. Jeff Lacy is such a person.
This story follows Jeff through some of his exciting adventures, starting on a submarine patrol to the Western Pacific. While on patrol Jeff
participates in a secret mission ashore, which results in being captured by the Russians. This is a story about the ordeal of their brutal
interrogation sessions, then Jeff and Davy Black escape and we follow their evasion tactics until recapture this time by the North Koreans.
Following repatriation Jeff gets an assignment to COMSUBLANT staff and later with the Beach Jumpers. While attending planning meetings
in Washington, he interrupts an attempted hit on a prominent District of Columbia politician by one of his Russian prison camp interrogators.
Jeff then participates in tailing and eventually meeting his Russian interrogator.
Craig Beck was a successful and functioning professional man in spite of a ‘two bottles of wine a night’ drinking habit. For 20 years, he
struggled with problem drinking, all the time refusing to label himself an alcoholic because he did not think he met the stereotypical image that
the word portrayed. Discover why all 'will-power' based attempts to stop drinking will fail (exactly as they are destined to do). Slowly Craig
discovered the truth about alcohol addiction, and one by one, all the lies he had previously believed started to fall apart. For the first time, he
noticed that he genuinely did not want to drink anymore. In this book, he will lead you though the same remarkable process. No need to
declare yourself an alcoholic. A permanent cure, not a lifetime struggle. No group meetings or expensive rehab. No humiliation, no pain and
100% no ‘will-power’ required. Treats the source of the problem, not the symptoms.
Still legally wedded… Xanthe Carmichael has just discovered two things: 1. Her ex-husband could take half of her business. 2. She's actually
still married to him! When she jets off to New York, divorce papers in hand, Xanthe is prepared for the billionaire bad boy's slick office…but not
for the spear of lust that hits her the moment she sees Dane Redmond again! Has her body no shame, no recollection of the pain he caused?
But Dane is stalling… Is he really checking the fine print or planning to stir the smoldering embers of their passion and tempt her back into the
marriage bed?
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A stunning shapeshifter romance from the New York Times–bestselling author of Prince of Wolves and Prince of Dreams. Spending the
summer in Minnesota as a child, Alexandra developed a strong bond with a wolf pup named Shadow. The encounter led to a lifelong love of
wolves, and she has never forgotten Shadow—or the young boy she met one day who acted like her friend. Now, seventeen years later, Alex
is no longer the innocent and carefree girl she once was, but she still finds solace in the wilderness and with the wolves she has dedicated
her life’s work to. Returning to Minnesota, her joy at reuniting with Shadow is soon clouded by amazement, as the wolf reveals himself to be
a man named Kiernan. Alex vows to help Kiernan, who is plagued with amnesia and believes he is responsible for a series of grisly murders.
By discovering the truth—in both the past and in themselves—Alex and Kiernan will find the peace they need to heal and bridge the gap
between their separate worlds. Praise for Susan Krinard “Susan Krinard was born to write romance.” —Amanda Quick, New York
Times–bestselling author “The reading world would be a happier place if more paranormal romance writers wrote as well as Krinard.”
—Contra Costa Sunday Times “A vivid, talented author with a sparkling imagination.” —Anne Stuart, New York Times–bestselling author
A bride on the run in the mountain wilderness… and a killer on the prowl. Just as Chelsey Robards decides to call off her wedding, her soon-tobe husband is shot and killed at the altar. When the bullets start to fly her way, the best man, former Special Ops soldier Duncan O’Hare,
drags her to safety. But with an unknown enemy on their trail, can they survive long enough to find out why she’s a target? USA TODAY
Bestselling Author Laura Scott From Harlequin Love Inspired Suspense: Courage. Danger. Faith. Justice Seekers Book 1: Soldier’s
Christmas Secrets Book 2: Guarded by the Soldier Book 3: Wyoming Mountain Escape
"Katz lives up to her first novel's potential in this moving, funny, wholly original picaresque about a nice Jewish girl. . . . The pasts and
common destiny of two remarkable women—related with perfect timing in Sofia's convincing Yiddish-tinged English—come together beautifully
in this nicely crafted, emotionally satisfying, and well-researched historical fiction."—Publishers Weekly “The Escape Artist, a brilliant work of
historical fiction . . . fast-paced and gorgeously written novel” —Liberty Press Set in the brothels and gangster dens of Jewish Buenos Aires at
the beginning of the twentieth century, The Escape Artist catapults us into the lives of Sofia Teitelbaum and Hankus Lubarsky. Sofia, a nice
Jewish girl from Poland, is lured away from home by Tutsik Goldenberg, a wealthy traveling businessman who claims to be a lonely Argentine
diamond merchant in search of a wife. Upon arriving in Buenos Aires, Tutsik dumps Sofia at his sister’s brothel. Hankus, also a nice Jewish
girl from Poland, is passing as a man. Having escaped the pogroms of Poland that killed her family, she lives her life as a handsome and
mysterious magician and escape artist. When Tutsik spots the talented juggler and acrobat Hankus he envisions success as his manager,
seeing Hankus as the means to get out from under his sister’s thumb. Sofia and Hankus fall in love and their attempts to walk the tightrope of
love, freedom, and independence are quickly put to the test. Sex, deception, magic, and love are the main ingredients of this tour de force
novel by Lambda Literary Award winner Judith Katz. In The Escape Artist, Katz reveals that all human interactions consist of love and hate,
deception and candor, altruism and self-interest. This is as true in our lives today as it was in an immigrant community at the turn of the last
century. Judith Katz is the author of two published novels, The Escape Artist and Running Fiercely Toward a High Thin Sound, which won a
Lambda Literary Award for Best Lesbian Fiction. She has received Bush Foundation, McKnight Foundation, and National Endowment
fellowships for fiction.
It is the best known book about American slavery, and was so incendiary upon its first publication in 1852 that it actually ignited the social
flames that led to Civil War less than a decade later. What began as a series of sketches for the Cincinnati abolitionist newspaper The
National Era scandalized the North, was banned in the South, and ultimately became the bestselling novel of the 19th century. Today,
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controversy over this melodramatic tale of the dignified slave Tom, the brutal plantation owner Simon Legree, and Stowe's other vividly drawn
characters continues, as modern scholars debate the work's newly appreciated feminist undertones and others decry it as the source of
enduring stereotypes about African Americans. As one of the most influential books in U.S. history, it deserves to be read by all students of
literature and of the American story. American abolitionist and author HARRIET BEECHER STOWE (1811-1896) was born in Connecticut,
daughter of a Congregationalist minister and sister to abolitionist theologian Henry Ward Beecher. She wrote more than two dozen books,
both fiction and nonfiction.
Chronological Explorer Steve Wilberforce has the whole of recorded history to save when his time machine falls into the wrong hands, a thief
out to correct a mistake on her last heist. With car chases, scrapes with the law and time travel spanning five centuries, that's a lot to sort out.
Add in bad costume choice and an automated man servant whose upgrade to distinguish himself from Action Man costs aC--500, things can
only get worse. Bonus sneak peak material! The 1st chapter of 'Attack of the Atomic Airships!' Introducing Air Group Captain Sebastopol
Valiant, the steampunk missing link between Harry Flashman and Biggles. Can be found at the end of 'Digital Yesterdays'
Reproduction of the original: The Escape of Mr. Trimm by Irvin S. Cobb
Tehran, Iran 1979: Simmering religious tensions explode and the Shah is forced to flee Iran. A British helicopter company—secretly owned by
the Noble House of Hong Kong—with a fleet of helicopters registered in Iran faces bankruptcy if their copters are claimed or destroyed by the
uprising. The pilots need to escape, but they’ve built lives in Iran, some even have families. Finnish pilot Erikki Yokkonen has married
Azadeh, an Iranian woman of noble birth, whose family is caught up in the political situation exploding around them. Tasked with saving as
many of the helicopters as he can and desperate to save his love, Erikki and Azadeh become caught up in the events around them. Threaded
throughout master storyteller James Clavell’s novel Whirlwind much like a shimmering strand of silk woven through an elaborate Persian
carpet, is the love story of two people from different backgrounds. They have been brought together by a love stronger than either one, a love
stronger than the revolutionary fires that burn all around them. A moving story, expertly told, unthreaded from the original masterwork, and
allowed to stand on its own, brilliantly.
No one could move without being followed. No one could speak without being overheard. The almost sentient computer system was
everywhere. The prison was billed as "escape-proof," and sofar that was true. But Danny Romano was not about to believe it... the jail hadn't
been built that could hold him. Danny would escape. Even if he had to permanently change his identity to do it. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
'I was gripped, desperate to solve the mystery of Nancy Moon' Sarah Haywood, New York Times bestselling author of THE CACTUS THE
USA TODAY BESTSELLER. Set against the glistening backdrop of the Riviera, this is a truly captivating novel about two women whose lives
become seamlessly intertwined when they embark on the same journey decades apart. Take a journey and immerse yourself in this year's
most irresistible read. Perfect for fans of Kathryn Hughes, Suzanne Goldring and The Paris Seamstress. To unravel that long-lost summer,
she had to follow the thread... Florence Connelly is broken hearted. Her marriage has collapsed under the weight of the loss she shares with
her husband, and her beloved grandmother has just died. Even the joy she found in dressmaking is gone. But things change when Flo opens
a box of vintage 1960s dress patterns found inside her grandmother's wardrobe. Inside each pattern packet is a fabric swatch, a postcard
from Europe and a photograph of a mysterious young woman, Nancy Moon, wearing the hand-made dress. Flo discovers that Nancy was a
distant relation who took the boat train to Paris in 1962 and never returned. With no one to stay home for, Flo decides to follow Nancy's
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thread. She unravels an untold story of love and loss in her family's past. And begins to stitch the pieces of her own life back together. ** PREORDER SARAH STEELE'S NEW NOVEL THE SCHOOLTEACHER OF SAINT-MICHEL NOW ** 'Wonderful. This book is a joy' Katie Fforde,
Sunday Times bestselling author 'Two captivating stories of love and heartbreak, stitched together by a trail through Europe in 1962' Gill Paul,
author of THE SECRET WIFE 'A gorgeous, tender debut' Kate Riordan, author of THE HEATWAVE 'I felt so passionately involved in Flo's
journey. A GORGEOUS read' Prima, BOOK OF THE MONTH 'Warm and true... Pays tribute to the heart and backbone of women who
support each other when the world turns its back' Stephanie Butland, author of LOST FOR WORDS READERS HAVE FALLEN FORTHE
MISSING PIECES OF NANCY MOON: 'If I could give 10 stars I would' 'Heartwarming, uplifting, emotional and immersive, The Missing
Pieces of Nancy Moon is a must-read, encapsulating the essence of summer like the sun is shining from the pages' 'OMG WHAT A BOOK.
Fabulously, beautifully written book.' 'One of the best books I have read this year. It has it all - love, mystery, deceit and a secret. Five stars
all the way'
Avi's suspense-filled, seafaring adventure gets a bold new package!It's 1851. Fifteen-year-old Maura O'Connell and her twelve-year-old
brother Patrick are about to set sail on an epic voyage to America to flee the brutal poverty of Ireland and to be reunited with their
father.Eleven-year-old Laurence Kirkle, the son of an English lord, runs away from home to escape his cruel older brother and start a new life
in a new world.All three children face nothing but obstacles along the way--from stolen money to con men to hunger and fatigue. It seems that
none of them will get out of the port city of Liverpool until fate brings them together. Avi's masterful plot-spinning skills create an adventure
filled with unexpected twists and turns.

"This exhilarating adventure introduces young readers to Robert Lewis Stevenson's classic, Treasure Island."
Amanda is still in shock but the mountains are about to change her forever. With everything taken away from her, that
housekeeping job and rustic accommodation far out in the woods seem quite appealing. And so does her mysterious new
boss. A man with as many secrets as muscles on his perfect body. His past is dark and still haunts him. Raw lust is like a
sweet temporary amnesia when you wish to suppress bad memories. When two people meet against all odds it’s hard to
predict the outcome. Especially when both come with a lot of extra sticky baggage… ***** It might not be suited for
everyone because of the graphic storytelling. All ‘Back On Fever Mountain’ books are stand alone stories, with no
cheating, plenty of steam and HEA.
State police officer Lt. Tom Provens is the lead officer investigating a brutal child prostitution ring. The investigation
begins with a desperate 911 call and the discovery of the bodies of three young girls in an abandoned mansion in
Massachusetts. Provens enters the evil universe of Sir William, a world of heartless enforcers, greedy landlords, and
tortured children abducted off the streets and forced to become sex slaves. Unraveling this web takes Provens and the
father of a missing ten-year-old girl on a desperate international journey, ending in the unforgiving jungles of the Amazon
Valley.
From learning the basics of sailing, to mastering navigation and boat care, The Complete Sailing Manual is the most
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essential reference for sailing instructors and students. Revised and updated to include all of the latest developments in
equipment and safety, and to reflect the current rules, regulations, and best practices, The Complete Sailing Manual is
the perfect eBook for anyone interested in sailing.
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